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Johnny joestar pose

Jojo poses! What is the unique idea of a blog *sarcastic tone * I know there are many other websites and social media posts that cover this topic, but hey, can I at least collect jojo's different poses from different sources and compose them in one post correctly? (But really, the author is just lazy and wants to make an image post to avoid cumbersome writing) JoJo's
quirky adventure is famous for its unique artistic style and iconic JoJo poses. Fashionable characters striking these poses are a treat for the eyes. While it's pretty amazing for someone to do these kinds of extreme posses while in a normal conversation, it's really wonderful to see something out of the ordinary. And as a fellow JoJo fan, I know we all wanted to try (or
tried) one of these poses (don't tell me I'm the only one doing these bizarre Jojo adventure poses in the bathroom!) here are some of JoJo's cool poses from Phantom Blood (part 1) to Golden Wind (part 5). A list of Jojo's most 31-year-old posse! PART 1 POSES Jonathan Jostar Pose This is a classic JoJo pose that has gone viral and has been a reference in
several other anime! That's what Jonathan's combat posture does when using ripple energy. Dio Brando Pose Skinny, means posing machine- Dio! He has the highest number of these amazing posse among all the characters in JoJo's Bizarre Adventures. His poses to his phrases, literally everything he did, went infamous in the JoJo fanbase! You may have seen it.
It was me, Dio! pose, which is used in several anime memes. No! You can't just catch the ball normally if you're at JJBA. You have to have that style in everything you do. But Dio flawlessly catches the ball like a champion. See how great Dio points to JoJo. This person knows how to introduce himself to awesome! PART 2 JOJO POSES Joseph Jostar Pose Here
we have one of the most normal poses in Jojo's Bizarre Adventures. Crazy outside of our crazy Joseph Jozir! Dude, he's got flexible fingers!! By far the easiest pose in Jojo. Just put your hands on the side of your face and smile :-] Outside Caesar Outside Caesar is like Jonathan's pose. The only difference Caesar covers is both his eyes and looks through the gap
between his fingers, while Jonathan's hands cover only one of his eyes. Outside Kars Poses Kars may look simple, but it's not. You have to have flexible shoulders to nail this. Now, this is one simple but bad look poses. Pillar men pose This is a legendary pose from the formidable pillar of the men's trio! * Plays pillar men theme in the background * PART 3 JOJO
POSES Jotaro Poses Ach. Here he is! The very definition of badace. He has very few poses, but they are all lit af! Here's Yotro menacingly pointing at his opponent. (This pose is taken from the game - All stars battle, but we can see pose in anime too.) Calm. Collected. Yare Yare Daze. Platinum pose star We've all been waiting for this! Power pose Star Platinum!
Ora! Ora! Ora! Ora! Dio Poses This challenges the gravity wryy pose that is really popular with Kos players. You have to bend back as close to the floor as possible to pull off this T-pose. Just like in the air, it did so. Now this pose was literally to show Dio in JoJo's body. Cross your right arm to your left shoulder, and the left side to your right thigh and the will! The
same pose is considered from a different angle. Kakyoin poses well, this one poses Cool Kakyoin. Kakyoin gestures (congratulations) to people in style. Polnareff Pose This is one of the most extreme poses in the entire franchise! It takes great balance and flexibility to pull that off. A gang pose similar to a pillar of men posing is one of the few iconic group poses in
JoJo's bizarre adventure. PART 4 POSES Josuke Poses Poses got a little more eddy and weird in part 4, but still worth a look. Look at those hips. How does he do it!!? Honestly, I don't think it's all that cool, but it's really weird and funny. (It's kind of gay, if anything) The more I look at it, the funnier it is OMG. It's more like a dance pose. It's pretty neat and easy to
execute, just giving it a look. Well! This is my favorite pose of Josuke. I mean, look at it! He's so wonderful in this pose. This posture was certainly meant for Josuke. The Queen's killer is out of here! Super cool killer queen pose!! It's pretty hard to mimic it. For me, it's almost impossible to put your hands up and down at the same time as this, but who knows, you
might be able to pull it out. PART 5 JOJO POSES Giorno Giovanna Pose Well, I don't know why he posed like that, talking about something absolutely out of context with a pose, but it's a bizarre pose well. Here she is. Sexy pose I want to become a Gang-Star! Simple but flawless. Okay, that's for this post! These were some of Jojo's most demanding quirky
adventure posse from part 1 to 5. Hopefully you enjoyed ~Hotdog Man doesn't have a stone for free, but it will still shoot thick rope strands of mustard. There were no survivors. All the standard Jojos have done now. Only 2 violas of the Jojos universe remain. Not quite Senna, Hotdog Man lets you see him as he poses like Jonathan Jostar. Hotdog Meng poses like
Jojo. He doesn't have a shirt to pull with, but he's determined to make it work. Can you stop the combined fabulousness of Hotdog Man and Cesar Dijon Mustard-kuna? No, you can't. You especially can't stop midrift Mustard-kun and painted abs. There's also an animated version with animated sound effects because I can't resist stupidity. You can check it out here.
AWAKEN, MY He set his face up for you, but I know you're looking at jojos' ass down. 3 to go. Unlike Giorno, The Alt Universe Josuke wants you to see all his breasts, and may or may not have to pee.
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that the images I'm posting are huge because I was too lazy to scale them to a reasonable size (or because I appreciate the integrity of having full size in order to maintain every pixel in the starting position that sounds better), but having all 8 Hotdog Jojos in their original size for a group shot makes the thing huge. I decided to scale it to 1920 wide, so if ever you felt
the need to make hotdog man wallpaper, you still have that quality 1080p. please. The game officially writes it Hawt Dawg Man. my life is a lie. View Share JoJo Source (his fans)[1]Joe Kidd (his fans)[1] Slow Dancer (Appaloosa; 11 Years) 19 (Part 7)[3]29 (Part 8)[4] Chestnut Blond (Digital) Red (ASB, EOH) Blue (digital color, ASB, EOH) Jockey (part 7)Horse
trainer (part 8) November 11, 1901[s)(Death confirmed November 12, 1901) SBR Chapter 95JJL Chapter 22 (Appears in Flashback(s)) (Death) He has , indeed, there was a round the way ... — Johnny Jostar, the head of SBR 85 Johnny Jostar (ジョニィ·ジョ̇スタ̇, Joni Dzosuta), a native of Jonathan Jostar (ジョナサン·ジョ̇スタ̇, Jonasan Yosuta) is the protagonist of
the Steel Ball Run and a minor character in JoJolion. He is the seventh JoJo series of JoJo's Strange Adventures. A former equestrian race wound proved paraplegic, Johnny joining the SBR race to figure out the secret to Giro Tseppeli's steel balls as they are the only one capable of healing his legs. Over the course of the race, Johnny becomes both Spin User and
Stand User when he buys Tusk. The appearance of Johnny is a young man below average height and slim to medium build. He has light eyes, and blonde shoulder-length hair curls up at the ends. Johnny always wears a knitted hatW, printed by many small five-corners of stars. His hair sticks out of the holes on either side of the top, gaining shape like short horns.
From the front hangs a sub-section; framing the image of the dark silhouette profile of the grown head of the horse. Johnny wears similarly stellar pants; piece with shoes bearing spursW. Usually he wears a light, hooded, short-sleeved top; printed with thick lines in the approximate formation of a harness (later, with a firmware in the shape of hearts adorning both
shoulders). Long feathers (bordering on black with one black spot at the tip) comes from under the back of the collar; and he wears cuffs on his wrist with a pattern with stars and stripes. In cold weather, Johnny wears a longer-sleeved top of a similar design. His collar is delineated with fur and he holds a few feathers on his back. As the beginning of the race he saw
with the help of a wheelchair; but during, he is usually set on his horse, Slow Dancer. In the course of the series, Johnny gradually moves into a more realistic appearance; with slightly wavy hair and a little fuller build. Color schemes Series is known for alternating colors between media, the information presented below may or may not be a canon. Attire (light blue
shirt, pants, bracelets and hat with light pink stars and purple underwear. Attire (White shirt and hat with blue stars, blue pants and prop with pink stars, as well as blue bracelets with white stars.) Outfit (green shirt, bracelets and hat with red stars, as well as lime green underwear and pants with red stars.) Personality I don't care about life or dying or who is simple
and who is evil!! I don't even give a shit about Corpse being a saint or anything!! I'm all still negative! I want to get up to scratch! If I can get Troupe, I can bring my negative back to zero! — Johnny Jostar Johnny Jostar is a depressed ex-jockey who clings to his hope of regaining the use of his legs across the Back and then the corpse part throughout the Steel Ball
Run. Johnny is presented as a distant paraplegic man whose career was ruined when he was shot in the spine after he antagonised a passerby. [6] After Johnny witnesses Giro's steel balls and back, and as they allowed him to get up on his feet for a moment, he becomes determined to follow him and force him to teach Spin,[7] then after discovering the corpse
part, making his feet twrap to acquire them. Johnny's dark determination stubbornly follows his intentions to follow the Giro and then track the corpse. Neglecting the risks or consequences, Johnny focuses on his goal and puts it above everything else. Several times Johnny survived severe wounds in order to achieve his goals, in particular, trying to get on the horse
Slow Dancer, which earned him a lot of bruising and wooden shrapnel through his leg; Despite repeated setbacks, his determination to participate in the race was not shaken. Inversely, Johnny has no doubt of being violent or killing his opponents to get corpse parts. Ringo Roadagain mentioned that Johnny had a dark determination in his eyes, indicating
ruthlessness that would make Johnny able to kill cold-bloodedly. This immoral selfishness still extends to the interest of his loved ones and followed him throughout his life, demonstrated years after Steel Ball Run, as when his wife Rina was struck down by rock sickness, Johnny then stole a corpse to sell it to transfer the disease from her without caring who would
get it and suffering in her stead. [10] But Johnny is not completely immoral, for example, objecting to the involvement of defenseless Lucy Steele in their fight for the corpse[11] and ultimately taking rock sickness for himself to save him During the Steel Ball Run, Johnny was burdened with depression and a subsequent lack of confidence. Visibly calling himself a vain
man, Johnny's grim outlook on life stemmed from his youth. As a child, Johnny was a timid but kind child, adopting a wild mouse and calling her Danny. Although he feared his strict father George Jozir, he would try to live up to his expectations. Johnny idolised his older brother Nicholas, but when he died falling from a horse that was seemingly started by Danny,
Johnny became guilty, believing that his brother's death was his own fault and that he should have died instead. Then he believed for many years that fate itself would take a fit on him for his crime, and that every misfortune he received was actually deserved. [13] This led to his obsession with The Corpse's blessing, which would drop his karma to a neutral state of
zero, as opposed to the negative state of his curse. It also explains Johnny's rampant lack of trust and near constant panic attacks, when he thought Destiny might pick up his hopes of acquiring a corpse at any moment. In addition, when his father disapproved of him, Johnny, shocked, closed, creating a facade of brevity to hide the sorrow that caused him this
rejection. [13] Johnny's perspective improved significantly after meeting the Giro Seeppels. Having met a man who gave him hope and was genuinely pleasant to him, Johnny felt grateful to meet the Italian executioner and appreciated that relationship, at one point being ready to give up the corpse parts he had to save his friend. [17] Giro repeatedly knocked Johnny
out of his lack of confidence and helped him get the corpse parts, giving him reassurance and optimism in life. As reflected in numerous ADPs by his Tusk stand, Improvement was gradual, the key steps of his progress were johnny opening the corpse (ACT 1), then defending himself against Soundman (ACT 2),[19] symbolically clearing himself of his wrongdoings
against Axl Ro and being blessed with the message of Jesus Christ (ACT 3)[20] and finally acquiring Troupe and resuming the use of his feet Even though Giro died, Johnny kept a good memory of everything that happened. If during the race Johnny was unstoppable to everyone else, saving himself and giro, only supporting the polite but cold damianor at best
towards the people he met, the Giro's influence made Johnny a little friendlier towards people, ending his marriage to Rina Higashikata. [22] In JoJolion, flashback shows that Johnny maintained this happiness during his life with Rina. Araki personally liked Jonathan-Seeppell's relationship with Phantom Blood and wanted to roll it over again for a longer coming-of-
age story. He decided to make Johnny and Giro around the same age so they could be less formal and friendlier than their original similar to Joseph-Caesar's relationship with the combat trend. Giro's occasional jokes and Johnny's use of his spinning nails to perform trivial tasks were included to reflect this concept. [23] Abilities Spin / Tusk Main article: Tusk See
Tusk Also: Spin Johnny is initially looking for a Giro Sappley tutelage in the Spin ways to resume using his legs. Most often Johnny channels Spin with his booth, Tusk; developed first by the power of The Corpse's left hand, and then with the help of Iro. Its shape varies depending on the kind or style Spin Johnny chooses for employment. ACT1 wakes up in the
devil's palm as the corpse part combines itself with Johnny's left hand, showing off his stand with the ability to twist his nails and release them looking like bullets, and growing his nails in seconds. ACT2 is evident when Johnny fires a nail, while including the Golden Rectangle in the fight against Sandman. Despite longer throwth time, the nails have more energy and
a new ability that allows bullet holes to follow the target for a small period of time. ACT3 is the final baseline form for Tusk and manifests himself when Johnny shoots himself with a gold rectangle, allowing him to transfer parts of his body through holes to shoot from different directions. He was awakened by Jesus' advice in the fight against Axl RO. ACT4 manifested
as a result of Johnny using slow dancer power combined with a golden rectangle, allowing Johnny to release Golden Spin nail balls that have an endless rotation. Act4 has the power to force the opening of the measurable wall of the D4C Love Train, and to trap anyone caught under it to one location indefinitely. Personal horse: Johnny Jostar has been described as
a genius jockey, being one of the favourites for the Steel Ball Run race. His skill allows him to ride through many types of terrain, and challenge even fellow genius jockey Diego Brando. Johnny has extensive knowledge of his horse Slow Dancer, particularly his ability and limits, being able to appreciate what Slow Dancer will be capable of at any moment.
Exploration: Johnny Jostar proves himself a competent Booth User, able to make full use of Tusk's abilities. Johnny Jostar occasionally used the terrain and his enemies wield power against them, and was receptive enough to quickly take out the time of an alternative Diego power stop. Marksmanship: When using Tusk, Johnny proves to possess great skill, being
able to hit few and/or moving targets, even if firing from odd angles and prospects such as when Tusk ACT3 separates his hand. Chapter Manga Speeches Chapters in Order of Appearance SBR Chapter 2: Giro Zeppeli SBR Chapter 3: Johnny Jostar SBR Chapter 4: September 25, 1890 - 3 Hours to Start SBR Chapter 5: First Stage: 15,000 Meters SBR Chapter 6:
Dried River; Diego Brando SBR 7: Pocolco and Sandman SBR Chapter 8: Crossing the Forest of SBR Chapter 9: Long, Long Descent SBR Chapter 10: Final Stretch: 2,000 Meters Left SBR Chapter 11: Final Stretch: 1,000 Meters Left SBR Additional Chapter 1: ~How the Steel Ball Run Race Started ~SBR Chapter 12: First Stage: Disqualified From Winning SBR
Chapter 13: Sheriff's Request for Mount Tim SBR Chapter 14 : Through the Desert : Continuing along the shortest route of SBR Chapter 15: Desert Was Born Outlawed, Part 1 SBR Chapter 16: Desert Born Outlawed, Part 2 SBR Chapter 17: Desert Born Outlaw, Part 3 SBR Chapter 18: The Devil's Palm, Part 1 SBR Chapter 19: Devil's Palm, Part 2 SBR Chapter
20: Mission Giro Tseppeli, Part 1 SBR Chapter 21 : Mission Giro Tseppeli, Part 2 SBR Chapter 22 : Terrorist from a distant country, Part 1 of SBR Chapter 23: Terrorist from a distant country, Part 2 SBR Chapter 24: Interlude SBR Chapter 25: Tusk, Part 1 SBR Chapter 26: Tusk, Part 2 SBR Chapter 27: Tusk, Part 3 SBR Chapter 28: Scary Monsters, Part 1 SBR
Chapter 29: Scary , Part 2 SBR Chapter 30: Scary Monsters, Part 3 SBR Additional Section 2 : F. Valentine's Story (mentioned only) SBR Chapter 31: Scary Monsters, Part 4 SBR Chapter 32: Third Stage: Cannon City SBR Chapter 33: Human World, Part 1 SBR Chapter 34: Human World, Part 2 SBR Chapter 35: Human World, Part 3 SBR Chapter 36 : Green
Tomb, Part 1 SBR Chapter 37: Green Tomb, Part 2 SBR Chapter 38: Catch the Rainbow (on a Stormy Night...) , Part 1 SBR Chapter 39: Catch the Rainbow (on a Stormy Night...), Part 2 SBR Chapter 40: The Quiet Way, Part 1 SBR Chapter 41: The Quiet Way, Part 2 SBR Chapter 42: The Quiet Way, Part 3 SBR Extra Chapter 3 : Untitled Booth Section (Mentioned
Only Mentioned) Chapter SBR 43: The Quiet Way, Part 4 SBR Chapter 44: The Quiet Way, Part 5 SBR Chapter 45: Land of Promises : Sugar Mountain, Part 1 SBR Chapter 46: Land of Promises: Sugar Mountain, Part 2 SBR Chapter 47: Land of Promises: Sugar Mountain, Part 3 SBR Chapter 48: Tubular Bells, Part 1 SBR Chapter 49 : Tubular Bells, Part 2 (Only
Mentioned) SBR Chapter 50: Tubular Bells, Part 3 (Only Mentioned) SBR Chapter 51: Wrecking Ball, Part 1 SBR Chapter 52: Wrecking Ball, Part 2 SBR Chapter 52 : Wrecking Ball, Part 3 SBR Chapter 54: Wrecking Ball, Part 4 SBR Chapter 55: Victor SBR Rights Chapter 56: Civil War, Part 1 SBR Chapter 57: Civil War , Part 2 SBR Chapter 58: Civil War, Part 3
SBR Chapter 59: Gettysburg's Dream SBR Chapter 60: Both Sides Now, Part 1 SBR Chapter 61: Both Sides Now, Part 2 (appears in Flashback(s)) SBR Chapter 62 : Dirty Deeds Made Dirt Cheap SBR Chapter 63: Seven Days a Week SBR Chapter 64: Chocolate Disco, Part 1 SBR Chapter 65 : Chocolate Disco, Part 2 SBR Chapter 66: D4C, Part (Mentioned only)
Chapter SBR 67: D4C, Part 2 SBR Chapter 68: D4C, Part 3 SBR Chapter 69: D4C, Part 4 SBR Chapter 70: D4C, Part 5 SBR Chapter 71: Travel Ticket, Part 1 (Cover Only) SBR Chapter 72: Ticket to Travel, Part 2 SBR Chapter 73: D4C, Part 6 SBR Chapter 74: D4C, Part 7 SBR Chapter 76: D4C, Part 9 SBR Chapter 77 : D4C, Part 10 SBR Chapter 78: D4C, Part
11 -Love Train- SBR Chapter 79: D4C, Part 12 -Love Train- SBR Chapter 80: D4C, Part 13 -Love Train- SBR Chapter 81: D4C, Part 14 -Love Train- SBR Chapter 82: D4C, Part 15 -Love Train- SBR Chapter 83: Ball Breaker, Part 1 SBR Chapter 84: Ball Breaker, Part 2 SBR Chapter 85: Ball Breaker , Part 3 SBR Chapter 86: Ball Breaker, Part 4 SBR Chapter 87:
Ball Breaker, Part 5 SBR Chapter 88: Break My Heart, Break Your Heart, Part 1 SBR Chapter 89: Break My Heart, Break Your Heart, Part 2 SBR Chapter 90: High Tension, Part 1 SBR Chapter 91: High Voltage, Part 2 SBR Chapter 92: High Voltage, Part 3 SBR Chapter 93 : High Voltage, Part 4 SBR Chapter 94: World of Stars and Stripes SBR Chapter 95: World
of Stars and Stripes -Outro Links ↑ 1.0 1.1 SBR Chapter 3: Johnny Jostar ↑ SBR Chapter 42: The Quiet Way, Part 3 ↑ SBR Chapter 64: Chocolate Disco, Part 1 ↑ 4.0 4.1 4.2 JJL Chapter 21: 'Shakedown Road', Part 4 p.28-30 ↑ SBR Chapter 12 : Stage 12 : Disqualified from victory ↑ SBR Chapter 3: Johnny Jostar, p7-10 ↑ SBR Chapter 3: Johnny Jostar, p31 ↑ SBR
Chapter 4: September 25, 1890 - 3 hours to start, p10 ↑ SBR Chapter 64: Chocolate Disco, Part 1, p14 JJL Chapter 22: Morioh City: Year 1901, p5 ↑ SBR Chapter 40: Quiet Way, Part 1, P33 ↑ LJJ Chapter 22 : Morio : Year 1901, p11-12 ↑ 13.0 13.1 SBR Chapter 42: Quiet Way, Part 3, p4-33 ↑ SBR Chapter 43: Quiet Way, Part 4, p10 ↑ SBR Chapter 79: D4C, Part
12 -Love Train-, p39-41 ↑ SBR Chapter 86: Ball Breaker, Part 4, p2 ↑ SBR Chapter 48: Tubular Bells, Part 1, p14 ↑ SBR Chapter 20: Giro Tseppeli Mission, Part 1 : Quiet Way, Part 4, p50 ↑ SBR Chapter 59: Gettysburg Dream, p6 ↑ SBR Chapter 85: Ball Breaker, Part 3, p52 ↑ JJL Chapter 21: 'Shakedown Road', Part 4, p44 ↑ 2007 Eureka issue Illustration Part 7:



Steel Ball Run Part 8: JoJolion Chapter covers rendering of Igor Johnny, All Star BattleJohnny astride Slow Dancer at ASBExecuting his first HHA with ACT2 , ASBExecuting his second HHA with ACT3, ASBExecuting his third and final HHA with ACT4, ASBJohnny performing his GHA, ASBJohnny Suit The entire Star of BattleJohnny Suit B's All Stars BattleJohnny
Suit C in The All Stars BattleAll Star Battle Concept ArtAdd a Photo to This Gallery Statuette JoJo (His Fans)[1] Joe Kid (his fans)[1] Slow Dancer (Appaloosa; 11 years old) 19 (Part 7)[3]29 (Part 8)[4] Chestnut Blond (Digital) (ASB, EOH) Blue (digital color, ASB, EOH) Jockey (part 7)Horse trainer (Part 8) November 11, 1901[4] (Death confirmed november 12, 1901)
SBR Chapter 95JJL Chapter 22 (Appears in Flashback(s)) (Death) Early years Johnny Joe Kid Jostar was born into a family of former aristocrats in Danville, Kentucky - his father then a wealthy owner of several farms and a famous horse trainer who won the Triple Crown He was successful enough for the family to live comfortably in England for several years.
Johnny was five years old when he first rode his horse. His father, seeing Johnny, watched the movements of the horse, considered him a riding genius, in which Johnny himself would also believe. [7] However, Mr. Jostar was strict towards Johnny and always seemed to prefer his older brother, Nicholas. When young Johnny took out his pet mouse Danny and
secretly fed it under the table during dinner, his father, discovering it, ordered Johnny to drown the animal as punishment. Heartbroken, Jonny was unable to bring himself in to make a magistrate, and followed Nicholas's bid to release Danny in the woods instead. Many years later, Nicholas grew into a promising jockey-to-be, much admired by Johnny. Once
Nicholas's horse stumbled from something on the ground, cost Nicholas life. Johnny saw a white mouse running from turmoil into the woods - a mouse he thought was Danny. [6] Seven years later, it was Johnny who rose to fame as a racing hunderkind. He was very indulged: people brought him wealth, politicians and royalty visited him, and rich girls slept with him.
His father still didn't recognize him and his exploits, perhaps because Johnny never managed to beat Diego Brando at the races. In a cruel sufficient between them, Johnny's father said God took the wrong son before finally throwing Johnny out of the house. Still, it didn't deter Johnny, and he'll go on to win the Kentucky Derby at the tender age of sixteen. [8] At one
point, waiting in line for the play, a girl with whom he was convinced he had cut in front of the line and bribed bubbles to throw the youth in front of the line - who waited through the night. The youth shot Johnny in the spine, paralysing him from the waist down and sent to hospital where he received physical abuse. Having lost all the friends and the respect he earned
as a jockey, no one visited him during his hospital stay. [9] Before the race, Johnny first appears among the crowd witnessing the confrontation between the Gyro Tseppeli and the pickup truck that stole money from him. After that, when Johnny follows and touches the steel ball that Giro used, which was still spinning, his legs moved enough to allow him to stand.
Johnny chases for the Giro, who compliments his upper body strength but denies that the steel ball can let him Again. However, Johnny is not deterred; He decides to chase the Giro, entering the race to learn more about steel balls and starts trying to ride a horse. Johnny's initial attempts unsuccessfully, the experienced horse dragged him by the saddle in the dirt,
causing his leg to be pierced by a piece of wood, and even trampled him through a whole attempt to tame him. Johnny also made sure he wouldn't be interrupted in his attempts to tame him, threatening the men who introduced him to the horse that he would set himself on fire and commit suicide if he was pushed out of the handle. Johnny enters the race, slow
dancer dragging him down the stirrup. However, it becomes apparent that Johnny has screwed the horse as it is evident how he licks his cheek and obeys Johnny's order to lick him again. Johnny, taking the Giro's hint to use his back, rolls back through Slow Dancer's neck and on the saddle as the Steel Ball Run begins. [10] The first stage During the first stage,
Johnny steadily follows the Giro, determined to impress him at this stage. When Giro decides to cross the dense forest to take a shortcut, he decides to dash too, colliding with Pocoloco briefly. While Johnny has remarkable skill, Pocolco's luck sends him into second position nonetheless. By the final 1000 metres, Johnny remains unbeaten until Diego comes after
him. However, Johnny finishes in fifth place. Still determined to follow the Neapolitan rider, Johnny striking the Giro enough for him to give him a second lesson in the back. Telling him that the secret resides in the rotation, Giro gives Johnny a stone to turn and forms a partnership with him. [11] The second stage At the beginning of the second stage, Johnny advises
the Giro to follow the recommended route linking all possible wells while crossing the desert. However, when Giro decides to cut through 150km of desert, Johnny has no other choice, hence go after him. Johnny and Giro attack one fellow competitor, Mrs. Robinson, who manages to dazzle and infuriate Johnny, but giro manages to save him and defeat Mrs.
Robinson. At night, they were attacked again by the Boom Boom family, whose magnetic power turns off the Giro steel balls and Johnny's pistol. The duo decided to escape, but Benjamin Boom's patriarch lures bounty hunter Mount Tim to the idea that Johnny is killing his competitors. When the mountain tim, Johnny and Giro meet, the magnetic power of Boom's
tomb is innoerable to three of them. When Benjamin moves to kill Johnny, he will later acquire the ability to rotate his nails. He shoots nails, killing Benjamin and crippling Los Angeles with his newfound force, which mountain tim explains as a stand. As the real killers have dealt, Johnny and giro resume their race, but L.A. grimly warns giro that he will never finish the
race like other people after him Johnny pushes the Giro to reveal his past as a Neapolitan executioner whose efforts to win the Steel Ball Run are undermined by his kingdom's enemies. One such enemy reveals himself as another Stand user. Oecomova, a Neapolitan terrorist, is fighting giro and Johnny, but both are collaborating to pull it off. Even when he has to
deal with the threat of terrorists, Johnny discovers that the mummified Left Hand has entered his own body. Another enemy that differs from terrorists makes its entrance. Pork pie Hat Kid, a booth user at the service of the president of the United States turns off the Giro and tries to kill Johnny. During the fight, Johnny witnesses his stand moving his legs, and realizes
how valuable these corpse parts can be to him. The co-ordained efforts of Johnny and giro manage to prevail over the Kid pork pie hat; Giro, though interested in the corpse of parts, has no in common with them. Johnny and Giro peacefully finish second, Johnny ending up in second place when he notices in the paper the key to the next troupe part. Stage three in
the Rocky Mountains, Johnny and the Giro meet a non-burning and visibly hurting Diego. Jonny favours leaving Diego, but the British jockey soon regains his vitality and acts strangely. Three of them decide to spend the night in the village to avoid coucove, but Johnny and Giro will soon have to deal with Diego, who has turned into a ferroalloy dinosaur. Both flee but
have been scratched by a dinosaur and are slowly beginning their own transformations. Noting that Johnny's metamorphosis in the dinosaur is slowing down the corpse part, the duo are trying to reach a new corpse part at a nearby peak. However, both were stopped at Diego's last moment and a horde of dinosaurs commanded by Dr Ferdinand, another US agent.
Johnny, inconsistent, gives up his left hand to convert and use his newfound mobility to give the Giro one of his eyes. Giro, now immune to Dr. Ferdinand's power, manages to defeat the doctor while Diego escapes with another one's face. [15] Johnny and Giro are safely on their way to the end of the third stage. Since every competitor races to finish first, the Giro
uses another dangerous label, but Johnny is imposing it, criticising his lack of real, selfish drive he needs to come out on top. At first, Giro is angry with Johnny and criticizes him, but after the defeat in the race Diego decides to listen to Johnny's words. Stage four of stage four begins for Johnny and Giro. They go peacefully about 600 km. In the woods, Johnny and
Giro meet Hot Pants, a competitor who won the previous stage. Hot pants attack them both of his Stand Cream Starter, believing they stole one of his stash of food. Luckily, Johnny despises the fight, demonstrating that they couldn't steal it. Johnny, Giro and Hot Pants still on poor terms, but must cooperate as a gunsmith named Roadagain blocks their exit from the
forest. Hot pants and Johnny injured, Johnny gets a bullet in the head, but near the unconscious Johnny manages to signal to the Giro that he is still alive. Lying near Ringo, he witnesses the gunsmith writing a message and giving it to the messenger pigeon. The Giro challenges Ringo in the shootout, and prevails. Then healed cream starter, Johnny warns Giro
about Ringo's message, which contained the coordinates of the next corpse part. Also checking hot pants, Johnny sees that Hot Pants is secretly a woman. Considering her gender irrelevant, Johnny chooses not to disclose it to his partner. [16] Near Kansas City, Johnny and the Giro will meet Sandman, who warns them of an incoming storm. Still, when Sandman
informs them of Diego's itinerary, they decide to run after him. After a tough fight, Johnny and giro manage to get ahead of him, with Diego's Silver Bullet injured, temporarily driveing him out of the race. [17] However, they are surprised to meet Lucy Steele, who discovered Valentine's schemes and is now pursuing Blackmore. After Blackmore has been killed, Lucy
gives them a spine and asks for their protection. Instead, Giro wants Lucy to go to steal a heart from Valentine, exploiting that Lucy's involvement was known only to Blackmore. Despite Johnny's protestations at sending her, she accepts. Johnny and giro finish fourth in Kansas City, then see Diego cross the line, confident he'll eventually return to them. Stage five is
on their way to Chicago, the next finishing straight, Johnny and giro peacefully going about 300km. Near Mississippi, they are attacked by two unknown adversaries. Johnny's nails are too weak, while the Giro's steel balls are destroyed, so they choose to escape to the river. They soon learn that Diego and Sandman are cooperating, and while Diego is gone,
Sandman cornered them in the middle of the river. As they fight, Johnny recalls how life was harsh towards him, and moves towards despair. However, Giro refuses to give up and teaches Johnny about the Golden Scale. By showing Johnny his belt buckle as a scale, the Giro nonetheless refuses to give it to him. In the middle of the Mississippi, when the Giro's leg
is chopped off and Johnny is on the verge of despair, the latter finally realizes that the Golden Scale is ubysperous in the surrounding nature. Tusk is turning into a new act that allows him to create hardy holes. While that's not enough to kill Sandman, Johnny uses a giro belt buckle as an extra projectile to kill him. Johnny is a winner, but in a weakened state he can't
stop Hot Pants from stealing corpse parts; More Hot Pants left him vertebrae and helped the duo cross the Mississippi. Stage six In the early sixth stage, Johnny and Giro will meet Sugar Mountain, a young girl acting as the guardian of a giant tree in the woods. Soon the duo to face suggestions between two versions of different objects that they dumped in nearby
reservoirs, real items and a much more precious version of them. They answer honestly and get both until the Giro and Johnny manage to get ears and right hand. However, Sugar Mountain also tells them to trade everything they have before sunset rather differently they will be absorbed into a tree. In the nearby town of Johnny and Giro have trouble spending
everything they have, besides, eleven men chasing them to kill them both. The Giro decides to go to a clandestine casino in which they try to play money. They are interrupted by eleven men, and a shootout comes. Overwhelmed by the numbers, giro manages to persuade the gangster to kill eleven men in exchange for all their goods. All but one die, the latter
escaped. [20] As the sun sets, the Giro suddenly turns into a tree, to Johnny's astonishment. He is horrified to realize that he has to trade the corpse in parts, but as the Giro transforms and pleads with Johnny to trade them away. Johnny clings to the corpse parts, which means the potential use of his legs. Still, at the last moment Johnny trades his ears and right
hand with the last of the eleven men, crying as he asks for half an empty bottle of wine in exchange for the corpse parts. Saving the Giro, Johnny shared a bottle with him and has a toast to the next corpse part and purpose. When Johnny and Giro try to cross Lake Michigan through a frozen strait, they notice a wolf following them, but also two other government
agents: Vekapipo and Magenta-Magenta. Vekapipo's experience at Spin proves problematic, but Johnny and giro manage to prevail. When Giro reveals that his family cares for his blind sister Vekapipo, the latter allied with them and takes to go looking for Lucy. What's more, Johnny gets Legs from the Wolf. Being in a winning stroke, Johnny and giro finish the stage
in second and first place respectively. Johnny and Giro's seventh stage ride undisturbed for 12 days until they are 145km away for Philadelphia. Johnny and Giro spot Hot Pants, and follow her to get the corpse parts she stole back. As she enters the landfill, Johnny and Giro separate themselves to surround her, but Hot Pants manages to warn Johnny about the
power of the new enemy that lured Johnny and the Giro into his booth. Civil War, causing copies of what and whoever the victims left behind but weak to the water, Johnny manages to escape it and returns to landfill to save the Giro. Seeing The Vision of Jesus, Johnny's stand develops further into ACT 3, and although Axl RO takes all parts of the corpse, Johnny
manages to turn his power against him. However, Funny Valentine, who watched the fight, intervenes at the last moment and successfully steals all the corpse parts. [23] The losers Johnny and the Giro finished sixth on stage six and Place. Stage eight in Philadelphia, Johnny and the Giro no longer have the corpse parts and decide to steal Diego's right eye,
following him to the park. However, Valentine manages to shoot Johnny, forcing him to escape into the sewer while his stand, Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap, causes confusion among the Giro, Diego and Vekapipo. Valentine manages to escape with Diego's ane, but Johnny now knows the power of Valentine. Despite the Giro's reluctance to continue the seemingly
lost fight, Johnny briefly gets up, showing he is so close to resuming the use of his legs. So the Giro takes to following Johnny, recalling another level of Spin that can beat Valentine. Johnny and Giro follow Diego and Hot Pants, who have united themselves, and watch the two riders battle Valentine aboard the train from afar. When Diego dies, they decide to
intervene and stop the train from the locomotive. However, they also notice that the landscape is converging towards the train. A brief shootout occurs between Valentine and Johnny, but Valentine discovers the corpse's blessing, a pocket dimension on which the damage itself bounces. Valentine almost kills Johnny, but the Giro throws a steel ball against the wall,
forcing the president to instantly retreat until Johnny and giro manage to stop the train and take a respite. The gyroscope ball managed to cross the wall instantly; Golden spin, the level of spin reached only when the rider manages to ride within the Golden Scale seems able to cross the dimensions. The duo now accuse the president of intending to use Golden Spin,
and Valentine's dash between them, forcing Johnny to split from the Giro. Although he instantly manages to achieve the Golden Scale, Johnny beats the tree branch, giving Valentine a reason to cut off his hand. However, the Giro combination threw one of its steel balls and Stephen Steel trusting Lucy with Neapolitan distracts Valentine from Johnny. While giro and
Valentine duel, Johnny recomputs himself. As he tries to get into a fight, Giro shouts Johnny his final lesson: The shortest route has been a detour; it was a detour that was our shortest way. Then Giro dies with Valentine's hands. Heartbroken and angry, Johnny blames Valentine, but the president manages to slit his throat to Slow Dancer and unmask Johnny. As
Valentine approaches him to make the final hit, Johnny understands the Giro's message, and uses a Steel ball on the back foot of Slow Dancer. Pushed into the air, Johnny absorbs golden scale into himself and unlocks Tusk ACT 4, and shoots his final nail towards Valentine. Valentine is a hit, and disappears instantly. Johnny is waiting for the President's possible
return, growing the nails of his only hand. When Valentin really comes back, he tries to shake Johnny to free him from the endless rotation caused by Tusk, promising to bring the Giro back and they will be also making a difficult speech about their goals and giving an alternative Cream Starter as insurance. Almost convinced, Johnny nonetheless throws an old
Valentine's revolver his double rejected before, denouncing Valentine as treacherous. There comes a small duel, during which Johnny kills Valentine, and sees how the spirit of the Giro gives him a last goodbye. Stage nine and the final duel against Dio After Johnny finally kills Valentine, he is surprised to see the corpse parts go missing again. He pursues a thief,
only to discover that it's nothing like Diego Brando (or rather, Diego from an alternative world). Johnny was initially surprised by the emergence of Diego SWEET's new grandstand, but still manages to discover the nature of his power after several attacks. This time, however, Diego has the advantage of already knowing Tusk's credentials and golden spin technique,
anticipating Johnny's actions and using his own fangirls as human shields. In his latest attack, Diego uses his 5 seconds to create a tortic: he fires a gun from the front while THE WORLD attacks Johnny's back. Johnny is badly hurt again and falls off his horse, unable to use his new attack. However, he amassed enough spin to make one final attack, sending Tusk
Act 4 up on Diego's leg. Diego then remembers that Valentin told him about the Golden Spin technique and how to overcome it. Cutting off his leg and throwing it at Johnny, Diego manages to beat Spin User with his own technique. He then remounts his horse and leaves Johnny dying. Having lost the race, the corpse and now dies as a result of his own attack,
Johnny nearly sinks into despair. However, before his life can come to an end, Stephen Steele appears. With the help of Stephen (riding his horse to make his back), Johnny performs Tusk's Infinite Power 4 on himself to change his effects. Johnny has never seen the completion of the ninth and final stage of the race and finishes with a total of 295 points. Post Steel
Ball Run After the race, Johnny travels by ship to Naples to return the Giro corpse to his family, intending to honor him one last time. On the ship, he meets Norisuke Higashikata and his daughter Rina, starting a romantic relationship with her. After that, it turned out that the monarchy is overthrown, and Marco is granted amnesty, although he dies of a cold later. Last
years in Japan Johnny in his late 20s According to a family tree left in the norisuke edition of Higashikata in 1892, Johnny married Norisuk's daughter, Rina Higashikata, in 1892 and had a son and daughter with her. Their family lived on the farm, although Johnny traveled to Japan at the request of the Japanese government to teach kinemanship, and also
contributed to the importation of foreign fruit. [27] According to an old man on Shakedown Road, about nine years after Rina was struck down by an incurable disease that gave her amnesia and origami like folded skin. Thus Johnny returned Rina to Morio so she could live in her hometown. Johnny bit his head with his son Golden Spin. After Johnny agonyed over
his wife's condition, Johnny turned to stealing the corpse from the vault and returned it back to Morioh to cure her. The American government reacted by taking and pursuing Johnny, but taking advantage of some privilege and getting aboard a ship crossing the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, he narrowly evaded them into the Pacific Ocean. Johnny's death. With
government pursuers still following, Johnny took the corpse and hid it at the roots of a meditation pine off the coast of Morioh, then pulled Rina and their young son George on the carriage. Using the power of The Holy Troupe to cure the disease (more precisely described as the power to remove), the curse was lifted from Rina but unfortunately was forced on
George instead. Pledging not to use The Corpse anymore, but willing to use it again to cure his son, Johnny mounted his horse and placed his child on top of a case containing a corpse. Gaining a certain amount of speed, Johnny activated golden spin and shot his son using Tusk Act 4. He took a curse on himself and was shot in the head. After falling to the ground,
Les Feuilles' stand reveals the moment a large boulder lands on Johnny's head, crushing his skull. Yes, Johnny Jostastan's life ends at the age of 29, on the evening of November 12, 1901. However, these details remain rumored. [28] His body was discovered the next morning by Rina, next to George, and a case containing a corpse. Due to the lack of witnesses,
everyone believed Johnny had been killed and the main suspect was his wife Rina Higashikata, who was released later when the incident was classified as an accident. Six months later, a statue of Gis was erected in memory of Johnny Jostar and was buried in Morioha. Link JoJo (his fans)[1] Joe Kidd (his fans)[1] Slow Dancer (Appaloosa; 11 years old) 19 (Part 7)
[3]29 (Part 8)[4] Chestnut Blond (digital)Red (ASB, EOH) Blue (digital, ASB, EOH) Jockey (part 7)Horse trainer (part 8) November 11, 1901[4](Death confirmed November 12, 1901) SBR Chapter 95JJL Chapter 22 (Appears in Flashback (s)) (Death) Major Battles Family Relationship George Jostar I Johnny had a complicated relationship with his father. In one hand,
Johnny always sought the affection and approval of his father. On the other hand, when George wondered if God had taken the other son, Johnny was deeply upset and decided to give up his love for his father by closing his heart. Johnny admitted to Valentine that he couldn't think of his own father in the same enthusiastic way Valentin thought of him. Near the end
of steel Run the race, however, George appears in the crowd and shows Johnny Nicholas boots, having found out with his son at last. Johnny named his son after George. Nicholas Jostar: As his older brother, Nicholas was a role model. Johnny has admired him since childhood and feels overly guilty in his death, thinking the universe has bled him for it. Danny:
While Jonathan and Danny the dog had a shared childhood, this mouse was only a temporary pet for Johnny. When Nicholas died, Johnny believed that Danny and thus he were responsible for scaring the horse Nicholas rode and caused him death. Johnny retains good memories of the mouse, but also haunts those, even causing it when the Civil War affects him.
Rina Higashikata: Johnny and Rina's relationship began after the race and persisted for several years. The two fell in love with each other shortly after the meeting, and they married, having lived a happy life for a while. After she falls ill, Johnny goes in search of corpse parts as a cure. His love for Rina is so deep that he ultimately sacrifices himself to save her and
their son. George Jostar II: Johnny loved his son deeply. When rock sickness bounced towards him, part 8 spoilerJohnny sacrificed himself to save George and admitted he was happy to have it in his life. His daughter Daughter he had with Rina. Only listed in Joestar Family Tree. Giro Tseppeli's friends: Johnny and Giro are friends, partners in Steel Ball Run, and a
student and master at spin art. Initially, Johnny's determination got giro's interest by leading the Giro to assist Johnny in mounting Slow Dancer before the race. After the first leg, Johnny won the Giro's respect, leading to the Giro having made him his pupil in Spina. Throughout the Steel Ball, this training develops into a partnership followed by a deep friendship.
Even though their opposing personalities cause regular clashes over how to take on a difficult situation, Giro and Johnny end up getting along well and sharing many moments of friendship. Giro visibly likes to joke with Johnny and tells him bad jokes or various songs that Johnny usually appreciates. Thanks to their regular battles, Johnny and giro fight well together,
and see each other as valuable allies. Their friendship is such that either one is willing to put himself at risk for another, and Johnny visibly abandoned his corpse parts to save Giro's life. In turn, giro often uses life or mortal situations as opportunities to help Johnny master the basics of his back and develop his position, Tusk. After Giro's death, Johnny was
devastated, a fact Wallentin tries to use to go to him in a snip and abandon holy corpse. The giro stands by Johnny in spirit even after his death as Johnny returns his corpse to the Tsappely family in Italy. Constant The Giro helped Johnny get out of and allowed him to start an over again. The two have similarities to Jonathan's relationship with Will or Joseph's
relationship with Caesar. Lucy Stahl: Johnny and Lucy are allies against Valentine, but don't interact with each other much. Despite being colleagues of Jonathan and Erina, they never develop relationships unlike their theses. Mountain Tim: Mountain Tim is first suspected of Johnny since Benjamin Boom Boom smooted him into believing Johnny was killing
competitors in the race, but both later became allies in the fight against the Boom Boom and Oecomov family. Tim visibly taught Johnny about the devil's palm and stands. Diego Brando's rivals: Johnny considers Diego a rival in his quest for corpse parts. Because of Diego's own ruthlessness, Johnny won't hesitate to kill him if he gets in his way. At one point Diego's
allies valentin kill Johnny and giro, but it doesn't last. While their relationship is more positive than that of their counterparts, Jonathan and Dio, they are enemies all the same. Hot pants: Johnny considers Hot Pants a rival in his quest for corpse parts. He understands she is a woman after giro kills Ringo Roadagain, but does not disclose her true giro gender out of
respect for her privacy. Once Hot Pants steals Johnny's corpse part still leaves him a small part of his spine, he's interested in hot-pants motivation to purchase it. Sandman: Since Sandman didn't follow Saint's corpse and acted friendly with the duo, Johnny didn't see him as the enemy. Eventually, Sandman teamed up with Valentine and tried to kill Johnny from the
Giro and pick up the corpse parts, they thus became enemies. Still, Sandman was indifferent to Johnny, only to see an internal struggle among white men he considered enemies he could exploit. Enemies are funny Valentines: As both tried to collect the corpse of a saint, Johnny and Valentine were enemies but did not interact much until their only fight. Because of
his selfish motive, Valentine saw Johnny as an unworthy corpse and tried to kill him, although he treaded carefully with Johnny as Tusk was partly immune to his dirty deeds Done Cheap Dirt. Diego Brando from another universe: As this version of Diego was recruited by Funny Valentine to take the corpse of a saint from Johnny, it was only natural that the two were
enemies. Diego was wary of Tusk, who could move partially in his stopping time, and so did Johnny learning about world power as well as being wary of it. Dr Ferdinand: Dr Ferdinand was a murderer and stand-up user hired by President Funny Valentine to kill Johnny and Giro and collect corpse parts. Using his stand, scary monsters, Ferdinand tries to turn Johnny
and Giro into dinosaurs associated with his will, and uses the similarly transformed Diego Brando as a means to this end.  Booming family boom: Family group of three Andre, Benjamin and L.A. Boom Boom, who use their talents to kill competitors at the Steel Ball Run, ended up targeting Johnny and the Giro as well. After unsuccessfully trying to articulate Johnny
for killing several other competitors, they try to kill Johnny, Giro and Mountain Tim directly by failing when Johnny first develops his grandstand, Tusk. Oecomova: Oekomova is a Neapolitan killer and terrorist who once confronted Giro Tseppeli before he developed his position, Hand is not the rhythm of vu Kitekure. He tried to use that ability to kill the Giro, and
Johnny in the process, but proved no match for their combined skills in the back. Ringo Roadagain: Duels working for Funny Valentine, Ringo Roadagain holds the philosophy that a real person should play his life against others to prove his worth. He points out that Johnny has a dark determination to kill if required, and thus will have a chance against him. However,
after the incapacitated Johnny, he is defeated by the Giro. Video games Jump Super Stars (DS) Johnny appears on the Steel Ball Run themed stage alongside Giro Seeppeli and Diego Brando, where Diego can be seen ahead of both of them (probably a reference to the end of stage 3 of the competition). Jump Ultimate Stars (DS) &gt;Johnny appears as a
supporting character. His Help Coma provides immunity from the Speed Down status effect. He and giro are the only representatives of Part 7 in the game as Part 7 is still going on at the time. Due to the release date of the game, which coincided with the release of the first volume of SBR, Gyro appears as an actual support for Koma (characters that appear on
screen to perform action and disappearance), while Johnny is simply an aid to Koma, due to the fact that the Giro is the original protagonist of Part 7. JoJo's strange adventure: All Star Battle (PS3) Johnny makes his first game appearance in a PS3 game. He was confirmed alongside Jonathan Jostar and Will Anthony Tseppelli. As a part 7 character, three parts of
Holy Troupe appear scattered across scenes when he, Giro or Valentine are used, which they can pick up to receive blessings that enhance their performance in combat. Along with the Giro, Johnny is one of two only characters in the game who uses Mounted's style. This style allows him to get in and out of the horse, Slow Dancer, slightly changing the moves
available to him. Johnny needs to be dismantled in order to pick up the corpse parts, but slows down to a sluggish crawl through his paraplegic. Exclusive to Johnny is tusk's growth icon, which appears above a heart heat sensor that reflects Tusk's current acting. Along with Enrico Pucci, Kosaku-Kira, Hall Konem, Koichi Hirose and Giorgio Giovanni, Johnny is a
character who can use more than one stand during a match as part of his set of move, being the character with the most grandstands; All four of Tusk's ACTs. Available at all times, regardless of tusk's current I have to get there!: This product can only be used when dismantled. Johnny twists his nails and forces his lower body into the air, temporarily wheeling
himself back or forth. If used with an opponent in point-blank range, they will take little damage. I can do this!: This skill can only be used when mounted. The slow dancer lunges forward, and if the opponent is struck, ramms them into the air. (Combined via Puttsun Cancel) Throw - My Body... He stood!: The throw can only be used when dismantled. Spinning his
nails without firing at them for use in melee attacks, Johnny attacks his opponent's lower body with his nails before he spontaneously leaps into the air and shoots them. ACT1 Johnny starts the match against ACT1. Most of his moves consist of him removing his nails as projectiles. All steps related to ACT1 are lost on The Evolving Tusk. I call them Tusks!: Johnny
shoots his nails like bullets. Depending on the attack button, it will shoot three to five at a time. (Combined via Puttsun Cancel) My nails are spinning!: Johnny twists his nails as he swings up in a melee attack, knocking the opponent off his feet. The move doubles as anti-air. (Combined through Puttsun Undo) What is it?!: This step can only be used during
unmounting. Johnny sends a narrow shock waves forward on the ground, knocking his opponent off the punch. The move is a low attack and cannot be blocked unless the opponent croaks in. (Combined via Puttsun Cancel) Johnny HHA of ACT1 is even if my back weakens, I will never die!. Edging golden spin into a nailball, Johnny turns Tusk into ACT2 before the
shoot said nail into the ground. The hole generated by the nail ball moves along the ground, imposing on the enemy and knocking them into the air if it appears. HHA is a low attack and cannot be blocked unless the opponent squat. It's possible for booth users to get on this HHA twice, taking double damage, but the stand needs to be done first in order for it to
happen. ACT2 Once Johnny reaches ACT2, a Tusk badge will appear above the heart heat sensor showing the number of Golden Spin nail balls he has left with 10. One of the nail icons will go dark every time Johnny shoots apart and they will only regenerate after all ten have been used. Caring for herbal tea?: Johnny is drinking chamomile tea, temporarily raising
the rate at which his nails grow back up. Golden back nail balls: Johnny shoots one nail ball thysed golden back, hitting the opponent for more damage than his previous I'll Call Them Tusks!. Depending on the attack button entered, it will shoot from a different angle; If Heavy, Johnny shoots up, and the attack doubles as anti-air. The hole will attack Johnny shoots
into the ground, and the hole created by the nail ball moves along it, imposing on the opponent and and into the air if it's ededded. The move is a low attack and cannot be blocked unless the opponent croaks in. As the hole moves slower than nail balls, it is possible, given enough range, for both to hit the opponent at the same time. It is also possible for booth users
to get on this pitch twice by taking double damage, but the stand needs to be dealt first in order for this to happen. (Combined via Puttsun Cancel) Johnny HHA of ACT2 is now I know where to shoot!. HHA can only be used during unmounting time. Targeting the golden ball of the back of his nails on the side of his head, blessing his eyes with dark determination,
Johnny develops Tusk in ACT3 as he shoots himself. ACT3 then sends a large hole created by Johnny's nailball along the ground. If he hits an opponent, they will stagger to the hole as he moves behind them. Johnny's top half will then emerge from him as he shoots the opponent five times. ACT3 Once Johnny reaches ACT3, he unlocks two more abilities that
involve transporting through holes created by golden spin nail balls. Sent me into the hole!: Johnny shoots a nail bullet into the ground and sticks his forearm. If mounted, the hole will be suspended in the air next to it. The hole will then move the ground forward or backward before his forearm emerges from it and shoots the opponent stronger golden spin nails the
ball, knocking them off his feet if he hits. This step uses two golden back nail balls to use; One to create a hole and the second fire in the actual attack. The attack will not end if Johnny remains no more than one nail. Where is the top half?!: This step can only be used when unmounted. Johnny shoots a nail ball into the ground and strives his entire upper body into it.
The other hole will move along the ground forward or backward before the rest of Johnny's body is absorbed. Johnny will then reappear on the other side. The longer the button is held, the further the hole will travel and behind Johnny's extension. The move is useful for fast movement across the stage, dismantled or just for evasion, but has a delay in keeping the
hole moving, leaving johnny's bottom half open to low attacks. Johnny HHA of ACT3 is a Full Golden Back Energy. HHA can only be used when mounted. Johnny is developing Tusk in ACT4 as a new stand progresses forward, punching fast. The entire HHA does not have to be hit in order for it to work; If an opponent is so badly hit by the latest blow, they will knock
to the ground as ACT4's Tusk follows in the pummeling of them as they lay. This HHA will remain after Tusk evolves to ACT4, being the final and strongest HHA. ACT4 Once Johnny reaches ACT4, he unlocks two more abilities that involve ACT4's Tusk directly attacking the opponent with fists. Who will be the victim?: Johnny shoots nail bullet thrift with ACT4 as
punches swiftly, flying forward, pushing the opponent away and knocking them down with the final blow if he lands. (Combined via Puttsun Cancel) Chumimin ~: Johnny fires a nail bullet throught from ACT4 into the ground. ACT4 will immediately reappear before the opponent and punch them quickly, regardless of range or orientation. (Combined via Puttsun
Cancel) Johnny's GHA, Long enough for a shortcut!, will instantly develop Tusk to ACT4 from any other acting GHA can only be performed during mounting but automatically call Slow Dancer when used to dismantle. Johnny jumps off Slow Dancer and shoots a singularly powerful nail ball throne with the power of full Golden Back energy as ACT4 emerges. If it
lands, the nail ball will drill into the enemy's torso before ACT4 flies on and quickly pummels them. ACT4 ends up spinning and funneling itself into the hole created by the nail ball. When his head appears from behind the opponent, the entrance of the stand into their bodies generates a massive pink explosion. Johnny quietly and quietly thank the Giro throughout
this process. If Valentine falls victim to the GHA, a unique special scene plays out where Valentine tries to defend herself with the D4C Love Train, only for ACT4's Tusk to forcefully tear the wall open and fly through, recreating a climactic scene from the battle in manga. When beating Valentine is shown a slow close-up of Tusk punching D4C in the face and a hit
reflected in Valentine's. Johnny gets a new blessing every time he takes one of the three parts of Holy Troupe, but if knocked down, loses it when he drops the part. The power of Johnny's attack increases, increasing his damage. Any of Johnny's moves that fire from nail balls can only be interrupted by throws/HHA/GHA. The speed at which the heart heat sensor is
filled increases. If Johnny is hit with Kosaku Kawajiri's GHA dust bites while Tusk is in ACT2 or beyond, he will return to ACT1. Several of Johnny's alternative costumes reflect his appearance from the covers of manga. A special version of the game was also available, which included Johnny's outfits from The World of Stars and Stripes. Usually, when he falls victim
to certain moves by the GHA or other finishers, Johnny still kneels/creeps. However, when he was struck by Josuke's GHA Parts 4, Johnny is briefly seen standing (or as a result of another animation for Johnny wasn't programmed or Crazy Diamond actually healing his spine and legs) before Josuke pummels him back to his old disabled self. In addition to Giro and
Valentine, Johnny has a special dialogue with himself as both Johnny believe the other is a parallel version of himself made by Valentine. The Eyes of Heaven (PS3/PS4) Johnny has been confirmed for the game along with Giro, Valentine, and Diego's World. Unlike All Star Battle, Johnny is now starting a fight with all of Tusk immediately available, you no longer
need to develop your position in order to use its full capabilities. As a mounted fighter, Johnny can switch between riding atop a Slow Dancer or crawling on the ground, each state with his own unique abilities. As well as Stand User, Johnny is one of many characters with wildly diverse abilities that give him uniqueness in combat. Johnny's usual attacks are entirely
made up of projectiles. He can twist singular nail balls omated by a Golden Spin that sends opponents flying. Nail Icon: A small icon on the right side of Johnny's health reflects how many nail balls he is available with 10. Nail balls are consumed in almost all of its attacks and skills, and replenish over time. The number of ball nails is also dropped in full on johnny
activation double combo or DHA. Style of action - slow dancer: Johnny switches between set mode and ground mode. While in mounted mode, Slow Dancer has above average mobility and jump height, and Johnny can fire nail balls while driving. However, Johnny's stamina will slowly drain, automatically dismantling him as he empties. While in ground mode,
Johnny crawls across the floor at a slow pace, but can undo conventional attacks, powerful attacks or takeoff by going back into mounted mode when available. It can also interact only with stage objects and capture performances while in ground mode. Caring for some herbal tea?: This ability is only available in ground mode. Johnny briefly drinks chamomile tea,
temporarily increasing the speed at which his nails grow back. He can undo the skill at any time during his animation with DHA. Sent me into the hole!: Johnny uses tusk ACT3 power and fires a nailball into the ground before sticking his forearm into the hole he creates. The other hole will move over the ground at high speed before Johnny's forearm emerges from it
and fires a stronger Golden Back nail ball, either on his lock on target or the nearest opponent otherwise. If he appears, opponents have been left with a bum. The hole is able to travel both on the ground and on the walls. If Johnny is in ground mode, the hole will travel at a slower speed, but the nail ball has better ankle capabilities. This edging uses two nail balls to
use; One to create a hole and the second to fire in a real nail ball. This skill is not available if Johnny has no more than one Nail Bullet left. The hole will attack you.: Johnny uses Tusk's ACT2 power and shoots straight into the ground, creating a hole with a nail ball that then starts moving. The hole will be at home towards opponents and knocking them into the air if
it connects. He is also able to travel both on the ground and on and can even hit opponents who are down. If Johnny is in ground mode, the hole will travel at a slower speed but gets better ankle opportunities. Who will be the victim?: the victim?: skills are only available in mount mode. Johnny fires a nailball cloaked with ACT4's Tusk into the ground. If his lock on
target or opponent is within reach, ACT4 will appear right at their feet and attempt to trip them with an unlocking kick. After successful this goal will be knocked to the ground as ACT4 pummels them with a downward flurry of 8 strikes. My body just jumped up!: Johnny's legs spontaneously move with force spin, causing him to glue high into the air with flips. He can
reverse his ascent with a normal attack. Johnny also gets super armor to the height of his jump, and opponents are too close to him damaged and knocked into the air right before he takes off, where he can attack them from there. If this is done during mounted mode, Johnny will jump from his saddles, giving him extra height and moving him into ground mode upon
landing. An attack before the jump can even be reversed in the DHA, providing hitting targets. This skill does not require nail balls to perform. EX - The hole will attack you.: Johnny gets super armor until the hole starts moving and no nail balls are consumed to attack. EX - Who will be the victim?: ACT4 appears instantly, Johnny gets super armor throughout the
attack time if ACT4 is successful and no nail balls are consumed to attack. JoJolities I'll call them Tusks!: Johnny should use 20 normal attacks. (200 points) I need to master this spin...: Johnny has to use my body just jumped up! 3 times. (200 points) But I no longer have any trace of doubt in my head!: Johnny has to break 2 health sensors. (300 Points) Lesson 5!:
Johnny Must Connect Who Will Be the Victim? 3 times. (500 Points) Thank you. That's all I can come up with to say.: Johnny has to retire an opponent with a double heat attack. (800 Points) Solo's double heat of attacks - It's been such a long, carnal path...: Identical to his performance in The All Star Battle, albeit performing faster for the sake of brevity. From giro -
GO! Go! GO!: Two riding his horses, Johnny shoots his nails while giro throws a steel ball, both infused with Golden Back. As a result, Tusk ACT4 and Ball Breaker fly side by side toward the opponent. After Tusk briefly crashes out the target, both grandstands fly through their middle as the power of the two Golden Spins generates a massive energy explosion.
Tournament He is paired with Josuke Higashikata in the eyes of the tournament heavens, but was eliminated in previous olds Joseph Jostar and Yoshikahe Kira. Trivia In the first chapter, his name is written in Japanese as ジョニ̇, while the second chapter is written as ジョニィ. Both have the same pronunciation, however. According to Araki, he always wanted the
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